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Abstract—Security for Serverless Systems is looked at from two perspectives, the server-level security managed by the infrastructure company and the Application level Security managed by the tenants. The Trusted computing base for cloud systems is enormous as it encompasses all the functions running on a system. Authentication for systems is mostly done using ACL. Most Serverless Systems share data and thus, ACL isn’t sufficient. IFC using appropriate label design can enforce continuously throughout the application. IFC can be used to increase confidence between functions with other functions and cloud provider and also mitigate security vulnerabilities making the system safer. A survey of the present IFC implementations for Serverless Systems is presented and system designs which are relevant to Serverless Systems and could be added to Serverless Systems Architecture and, an idea of an IFC model that could be effectively applied in a decentralised model like serverless systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Serverless Systems are systems where functions owned by tenants are executed when the functions are triggered, on platforms managed by the cloud provider. The infrastructure, security and updates of these systems along with the hardware are managed by the cloud provider and the tenant only manages their function and it’s security. Security is looked at from two perspectives, the server-level security managed by the infrastructure company and the Application level Security managed by the tenants. The reasons for the boom of serverless computing are elastic scalability, ease of deployment, and flexible pay-per-use pricing. Trusted computing base(TCB) consists of all the parts of the system (like hardware, software, libraries, firmware), all the components which could leave the system vulnerable and jeopardize the security of the whole system. The TCB for cloud systems is enormous.

A. Server-Level Security

Serverless Systems are cost-effective resource sharing platforms where the tenants only pay for the time their function/service is executing/working on the machines and thus, the machine setup time for a function i.e the microVM/container creation and startup time has to be minimal, as that time is paid for by the cloud provider, which does not leave a lot of scope for setting up security measures specific for functions by the cloud provider. The cloud provider’s platform manages function placement and scheduling, automatically spawning new function instances on demand. This also means that multiple functions are run on the same server, the functions owned by different teams/companies with no security guarantees to each other, which leaves the possibility for side-channel attacks, and attacks specific to those applications/services which might leave the host machine vulnerable. Traditional security practices are unable to achieve the flexibility, generality and efficiency expected by cloud providers and tenants [1].

B. Application Level Security

Users express their applications as collections of functions triggered in response to user requests or calls by other functions. With serverless systems the use of third party services has increased which in turn increases the risk of data vulnerability during communication, the security of the third party services, the storage of keys used for communication with the services. [2] Applications need to consider security from the perspective that they are vulnerable to exploits of the third party apps, infrastructure, other tenants sharing the system, among others. Serverless Systems removes the burden of managing Server Level Security for the Application Development Teams as most tenants believe the cloud provider they are using, though measures could be taken to increase this confidence.

C. Paper Outline

Section 2 describes the Background on some of the different parts used in serverless architecture and basic idea of attacks specific to serverless systems. Sections 3,4,5 are the motivation to use IFC on serverless systems and explain the need for IFC and the advantages it could bring. Section 6 explains some IFC ideas which could be applied to different parts of the serverless architecture. Section 7 describes some serverless, cloud and general IFC implementations. The cloud and general implementations are on system parts which are part of the serverless architecture and could be modified to work on serverless architecture. Sections 8 and 9 explain the advantages and remaining questions after adding DIFC to serverless architecture. Section 10 is my idea of how all the mentioned ideas and implementations could be implemented together to setup a serverless DIFC system. Section 11 explains some Future Research ideas/direction.

II. BACKGROUND

Many functions are run on a single bare-metal machine in Serverless systems, to improve security a virtual machine or container is used to execute the function, so two functions are basically running on virtualized environments rather than on the bare-metal machine itself and thus, separated by an extra layer of abstraction and thus, increasing security and making it harder for the functions to affect or read each other’s information. We explain some exploits and mitigation techniques used in serverless systems.
A. Containers

Functions are hosted inside containers as containers encapsulate all the underlying software required for the application to run and are useful when applications need to run on different environments/machines. Containers fall short as they use the host operating system kernel, which means that there is a fundamental trade-off between security and code compatibility as, Container implementors can choose to improve security by limiting syscalls, at the cost of breaking codes which require the restricted calls [3].

B. MicroVM

MicroVM are minimilistic virtual machines. The idea behind microVM’s were to protect against privilege escalation, information disclosure, covert channels and others. With microVMs which take less than a second to boot up, the security measures are enhanced. Adding advanced security features affects the performance of the system and might not be implemented by tenants in lesser security demanding environments [3]. To give an idea, Firecracker checks that the host kernel has mitigation enabled for Kernel Page-Table Isolation, Indirect Branch Prediction Barriers, Indirect Branch Restricted Speculation and cache flush mitigation against L1 Terminal Fault among others. [3]

C. Scheduling or Warm Containers

Each function invocation should ideally take place in a fresh environment, such as a container that is immediately destroyed after it’s execution but to reduce the cost of setting up an entire runtime environment for each function execution, warm containers are cached and reused for future invocations of the same function within a pre-configured timeout window [4]. Opaque platform policies and scheduling algorithm details obscure this practice, making it difficult for customers to account for such issues during application development. Attackers can get their function on the same machine if enough functions are deployed [5].

1) Device Drivers: VM’s use paravirtualised device drivers which interact directly with the VM host via an agreed channel. The alternative to this is a way slower virtual hardware using the native device drivers. Cloudburst describes the vulnerability in VM display functions of VMware Workstation that could be exploited by a video file to take over the operating system [6].

D. Hypervisors

Hypervisors are used to create virtual machines on bare-metal machines. KVM is a virtualization module for linux and is a type 1 hypervisor. It is used in Firecracker. Virtuonoid is a privilege escalation exploit on KVM made in 2011 because of a missing check on the KVM emulation of PCI device hotplugging, which is used for devices which don’t support being unplugged but when unplugged left a corrupt state and dangling pointers [7]. These kind of vulnerabilities are being mitigated by Hypervisor verification [8].

E. Attacks on Serverless Systems

Serverless systems contain functions which generally last seconds, thus, it is harder to attack them but there are exploits made for this kind of system. Rapidly ex-filtrate stolen data [9], cross-tenant side-channels [5] are some attacks for this type of system. Persistent function compromise is possible by malware in an in-memory partition of the system, is another example of an attack for this system. Attackers can also take advantage of the cloud providers warm container reuse policy to cache a compromised copy of the function that persists across invocations [9]. Logging and debugging support in serverless platforms lacks the ability to monitor a serverless application as a whole and therefore struggles to trace sophisticated attacks, for example an attack that depends on two executions of the function. [10]

III. Present Security Solutions for Serverless Systems

Present security solutions include language run-time libraries which are used to secure a single function according to developer defined policies as part of the source code. Static analysis of function source code could be used to detect violations of the principle of least privilege [11] and checking function dependencies against vulnerability databases [12]. Function developers rarely consider and secure interactions between functions, giving rise to emergent attack vectors such as API-based data exfiltration. There are products that model function behavior using machine learning to detect anomalous behaviors or wrap function event handler wrappers to inspect specific activities [13]. There are also run-time protections which include machine learning based detection of anomalous function behaviors [13] to prevent event-data injection prevention by inspecting incoming function invocation requests using existing penetration testing techniques like sqlmap. Run-time semi-automated troubleshooting based on log data, to ease reasoning about function behavior is present to make auditing easier [14].

IV. Lack in Present Security Solutions for Serverless Systems

A lot of pre-compiled third-party objects and proprietary closed-source functions don’t provide source code access which is required by many of the present security techniques. The present security solutions are largely function-centric and their efficacy depends on the correctness of policies written by the function developers, complete access to source code and configuration files, and the compatibility of the tool with the functions specific language runtime, platforms, and event sources. Existing monitoring techniques offer limited observability into the interactions between functions and most of these monitoring services are limited to strict specified/available conditions. [13] Static check tools aren’t able to detect implicit flows. Cross invocation attacks [13] aren’t considered by present security solutions which occur between containers and also among reuse of containers (warm starts). A major and serverless specific problem is lack of proper function isolation [10]. Event injection attacks may target the function source code which might also leak other secrets stored in the container [15]. Azure Functions had an exploitable placement vulnerability, which led to the exploit to run arbitrary binary
code in containers making them vulnerable to many kinds of side-channel attacks [5].

V. NEED FOR DISCRETIONARY ACCESS CONTROL

Major authentication check in today’s world is done using Access Control List(ACL), also called Role-Based Access Control(RBAC). ACL has some limitations and vulnerabilities which can be fixed using IFC. It may be possible to bypass ACL checks, especially in web-based systems [16]. ACL does not implement any further control once the data has been authorized at entry point or discrete check point by checking the users allowed permissions. The application is trusted not to leak the data after the check. As there is a lot of data sharing among applications there is a need for controlling data flows between applications which may also send data ahead and these checks can be done using IFC [17]. Data can propagate or influence system behaviour indirectly in ways that aren’t disclosed, which access control barriers at discrete points in code do not detect, while IFC using appropriate label design can enforce continuously throughout the application [18] IFC [19] could be used to add security policies to data and use these policies at run-time to control where user data flows. Since IFC security is linked to the data that it protects, both tenants and cloud providers can agree on the security policy, in a manner that does not require them to depend and rely on the particulars of the cloud software stack or application stack in order to effect enforcement [1]. IFC [20] provides a means to control and monitor data flow continuously, according to policy which could restrict that the data be restricted to a certain location in favour of laws [1]. IFC mechanisms can help enforce non-interference policies mitigating the fact that another system running on the same machine may observe the public outputs. IFC supports isolation of individual users data, and inter-tenant isolation [1]. IFC protects information by a global security policy that cannot be overridden by a misconfigured application. The policy explicitly and concisely captures constraints on end-to-end information flow through the system, majorly protecting the system by system calls and restricting the data flowing outside the network. The IFC system enforces the policy even for buggy or malicious applications, thus removing application code and configuration from the TCB of the cloud [21]. This case is valid when the right policy check parameters are set inside the application as used in the cloud infrastructure. A generic model to detect type could be made which could make this model stronger. Specifying an effective security policy is a difficult problem, failure to adequately restrict flows violates the principle of least privilege and leaves the system vulnerable but defining overly-restrictive rules prevents the correct operation of the system, thus increasing the development and testing time and requires checking all expected flows [22].

VI. IFC SYSTEM DESIGN WITH SERVERLESS

This section contains general ideas which people have mentioned in regards to Cloud Computing/Serverless Systems and given a general idea of how IFC could be useful in solving them.

A. Warm Starts

Container creation accounts for a major chunk of time in the response time for a function after it was called/triggered and cost for container creation time is not paid by the tenant and is covered by the cloud provider and thus, cloud providers use warm starts which is reusing the container which was recently used to run the function, so that on another function call of that same function in a certain time limit, the container is reused rather than creating another container, so that the response time for the function is reduced and the cost for the container creation doesn’t need to be paid. The cloud provider kills a function after a certain time limit as the tenant only pays for the time when the function is being used and not when it is idle and waiting for a request. It is expected that a serverless function activation handles a single request on behalf of a specific user and only accesses secrets related to this request. Each invocation starts from a clean state and does not get contaminated with sensitive data from previous invocations. Any state shared across invocations must be kept in a global data store. Warm startup is done using the method that after the initial invocation is complete, but before the actual function process starts, the process is forked and the function is run on a child process of the same process and purged after it’s completed and this process is repeated again when the function is called again and thus, another child process runs it. This way the address space is in the child space and will not affect other processes that are run on or from it [21]. This way could be vulnerable when two child processes are running at the same time, as there isn’t a lot of separation in that case, but in serverless system this isn’t done. The child process would have to strictly be limited to it’s address space as this could be used for cross invocation attacks. Another way is tainting the sensitive data which is used for file access, and deleting all the tainted data after the function execution ends before the next function is executed on the same container [13]. We could also taint all the changes made to the filesystem during the function execution and revert them using something like a git svn or snapshot but that would have a higher overhead, so one could use tracking on all the changes on the filesystem which uses more processing power and could increase the execution time of the function, the time could be reduced by using even more processing power. One of these two methods could be used based on the trade-off of the time it takes after the execution of the function compared to the other one taking extra processing during function execution.

B. Termination

A container is created everytime a function is called/triggered and thus, for serverless systems the termination of a function can be as many times the function is called which is generally a lot. IFC Systems which leak information through the termination channel, where one bit of information can be observed by observing the termination or non-termination of the program. The parallel nature of the serverless environment amplifies this weakness, allowing the attacker to construct a high-bandwidth information channel, effectively defeating the purpose of IFC [21]. The termination channel present in most existing IFC systems can be arbitrarily amplified via multiple concurrent requests, requiring a stronger termination-sensitive non-interference guarantee, which can be achieved using a combination of static labeling of serverless processes and dynamic faceted labeling of persistent data [21]. We can use the security property termination-sensitive non-interference (TNSI) to
eliminate this channel [23]. SLam Calculus is used in the TNSI security property to achieve termination insensitive IFC model [24]. A way of achieving this in serverless systems is a combination of static program labeling with dynamic labeling of the data store, based on a faceted store semantics. Static program labeling restricts the sensitivity of data a serverless function can observe ahead of time, and is used to eliminate the termination channel. Dynamic data labeling is important to secure unmodified applications that do not statically partition the data store into security compartments, while the faceted store semantics eliminates implicit storage channels also [21].

C. Sticky Policies

In serverless systems functions are short lasting and can be run on any machine at any time, and a lot of them could be running at the same time triggered by different users. Data could be required for these functions to run which they get from databases or filestores (S3 and dynamo for AWS). At a higher level, sticky policies could be used to achieve end-to-end control over data. In sticky policy systems, data is encrypted along with the policy on that data. To obtain the decryption key from a Trusted Authority (TA) (in this case the database of filestore), a process must agree to enforce the policy. This agreement may be considered part of forming a contractual link between the data owner and the process decrypting the data [25]. A logging system of the decryption could represent a starting point of data flows and can be used for tracking.

D. Continuous Checks

Serverless systems applications are made using a combination of functions where the data flows from one function to another, and may also flow to third party functions for various reasons like verification and so on. In a system like this where data flow continues and the limitations of the data flow inside the intranet or outside isn’t known, Continuous data checks could be used to check that data is only used at authorized places. This is done by storing the data with its label and any time the data needs to be accessed its label is checked with the process label and only if permitted, read/write operations on the data are permitted. This system could be implemented by the function sending the data, by checking that the function receiving has enough access, the storage location would also check the same. The function receiving could use the label of the function they got the data from for confidence label on that data. Thus, having security perspective by the one sending and also, the one receiving the data. A function call is given the label of the caller and actions allowed to the caller are only permitted to that execution. Similarly any data store being modified also stores the label with which it was modified and stores allowed to a particular label are read or written by that label. If any operations need to be done outside of the permitted value of the caller, declassification [26] is used.

E. Implicit Storage Channel

A serverless function always runs on behalf of a specific user and can be assigned a corresponding security label. The function’s label determines its view of the data which it reads or writes in databases or filestores, the function can only observe the existence of data whose label does not exceed the function’s label. In a situation where multiple functions with incomparable labels write to the same store location(database or filestore). We avoid information leaks in this situation by employing faceted store semantics, where each record can contain several values with different security labels [27]. Implicit storage channels is when the attacker infers secrets by observing the labeled values exist within particular store locations without observing the actual values [28]. An attacker could check that a location contains sensitive data by writing to a particular location and reading from there. One could block writing to that location but that would also leak that it contains sensitive data. One alternative would be to have extra data copies for different labels. This is shown by data store semantics where each record can contain multiple values. Though this has a high runtime cost [29].

F. Audit Logs

If an IFC system is made at the cloud level, including the network, OS and continuing to the application/function level, all this data flow can be used as a logging system. Enforcement of IFC can provide the opportunity for recording flow decisions to build a provenance like audit graph. This can be analysed to understand where, how, why and by whom the data was manipulated within the system. This audit data, captured during IFC enforcement, can help to demonstrate compliance with regulations by providing tangible traces, showing how the data was handled [30]. Under a conservative assumption that all secrets obtained during function execution propagate to all its outputs, we can track the global flow of information in the system by monitoring inputs and outputs of all functions in the system [21]. Audit Logs are made by tracking all information flow using tainting. An important detail is to get all the information before logging which would be necessary for analysing, thus, the point where the logs are stored needs to be as late as possible to get the most logs and we also need to consider the high performance penalty cost for it and minimize it. Major challenges with this system is being able to track all information flows and the logs being enough to recreate the situation or analyse the situation completely [31].

VII. IFC Implementations for Serverless Systems

A. Hardware Level - General Implementation

RIFLE [32] translates normal binary code to run on hardware with IFC tracking. Dynamic information flow tracking can be used at this level for checking the use of spurious values being used as instructions or pointers [33]. In serverless systems this method any attacks on the underlying hardware where the calls are sent to using the virtual machine can be checked.

B. Kernel Level - Cloud Implementation

Information flows in a system are only generated through system calls and shared memory between processes. If shared memory is restricted then information flows could only be generated using system calls. The entities defined in this model are processes, files, pipes and sockets. Privileges are only associated with processes(Active entities). All labelled entities are allocated their labels when they are created. For a process
creating some entity the sub-rules associated with the flow are that the created entity inherits the labels. Certain processes have privileges, allowing them to change their labels that is, those processes are able to change their security context using declassification. The labels of passive entities (files, pipes and sockets) can’t be changed. Processes are further associated with privileges over their tags. System calls creating flows are intercepted and IFC constraints are applied, enforcing IFC according to the labelling, other system calls are left unintercepted. The cloud tenant decides the labels and tags for processes and calls [34]. This case is valid in serverless systems as we run only one function inside a microVM and if there is any information flow between functions or third party services it has to go outside the function/microVM using system calls, as nothing else is running on the microVM thus, no shared memory among usage. This system can be used to restrict any malicious code injected from sending data outside the microVM and thus, restricting the outflow. The access to the microVM is protected and restricted by the cloud provider.

C. VM Level - General Implementation

Argos [35] modifies the QEMU(type-2 hypervisor which can be combined with KVM to make a type-1 hypervisor) virtualisation framework to extend the target code so that it defines isolation regions and checks information flow metadata. It uses dynamic taint analysis to detect exploits and protects unmodified operating system processes. It checks the network data throughout execution to identify their invalid use as jump targets, function addresses, instructions. It has a very high overhead but could be used to find signatures which can be used with almost no overhead to find exploits during runtime [35]. This system is used to protect the VM itself so that the VM runs and terminates smoothly. This system could be used to confirm that the VM is restricted to the allowed and approved capabilities. Running this system on actual machines doesn’t seem feasible because of the overhead but a system like this is very useful to actually analyse the new attacks that are being created and get their signatures to block them on actual running machines.

D. OS Level - General Implementation

If IFC is enforced at OS level, the applications running above the OS, run under the policy constraints expressed by the IFC labels tags. They do not need to be trusted not to leak data through the monitored labels in the processes [36]. This system has DIFC implemented at the granularity of processes, and integrates DIFC controls with standard communication abstractions such as pipes, sockets, and file descriptors via a application level reference monitor. This interface helps programmers secure existing applications. This system enforces the DIFC policy during runtime. The application consists of two types of processes. Untrusted processes are generally used for most of the work. They are constrained by, and maybe unaware of the DIFC controls. Trusted processes are aware of DIFC and setup the privacy and integrity controls that constrain untrusted processes. Trusted processes also have the privilege to selectively violate information flow control for example, by declassifying private data, or by endorsing data as high integrity. The system represents each resource a process uses to communicate as an endpoint, including pipes, sockets, files, and network connections. A process can specify what subset of its privileges should be exercised when communicating through each endpoint. Uncontrolled channels are modeled as endpoints that exit the DIFC system. This can be used as a security policy for end-to-end integrity protection. It can pull third-party plugins into its address space, but with end-to-end integrity protection, users can enforce that selected plugins never interact and potentially corrupt sensitive data, either on input or output [36]. This system can also be used by the cloud provider to restrict the usage of the functions as the microVM, the OS and underlying hardware is managed by the cloud provider. The cloud provider can have different levels setup and the functions can decide the amount of freedom they require and the cloud provider could isolate categories of functions in their own DMZ (Demilitarized Zone).

E. Network Level - Serverless Implementation

This system has agents residing in function containers to monitor storage and network behaviors. These agents dynamically generate taint labels that describe each function’s file accesses and network requests. These labels are reported to a centralized controller. The controller then aggregates this information to discover the flow paths of the application. The information flow monitored by the controller can be restricted based on the security policy. Function calls are monitored with taint labels that and called/triggered using REST based APIs in this system. The system works with deploying a transparent forward proxy in each container that begins proxying network requests when the container starts. The network proxy performs network level tainting. The proxy inspects the REST call to determine appropriate labels with which to taint the current flow, which are mostly mentioned in the Rest call itself, and are compared with the policy file. Each invocation request is a unit of work in FaaS, functions are short-lived and taint labels are assigned per request. The “taint explosion” problem occurs because of this. The network taints can be summarized when a function makes multiple calls to the same domain, thus compressing the taint labels. Function level operations are checked across workflows to capture inter-function security violations. There can be Data leak through the network as Static network policies are bypassed by passing data to downstream functions with network access. This can be mitigated with Network level taint tracking. Another type of attack could be the Cross invocation side channel where residual data in warm containers is leaked across invocations and this can be mitigated using File access taint tracking and function garbage collection [13]. A similar design is mentioned in [37] where labels are used on data and communication between libraries is done using messages and based on the level of the process any data in the message above that label level is removed. Continuing on the previous system, the agent contains a system call tracing mechanism for monitoring function file I/O, allowing the system to detect cross-invocation flows resulting from container reuse. After the function finishes execution, all data on disk that was modified by the function is erased from the container. As current attacks require an explicit data flow from one function execution to another this procedure is sufficient to deny cross-invocation capabilities to the attacker. Commercial platforms provide only a small writable partition using an in-memory filesystem, the approach is significantly more efficient than
destroying and re-provisioning the entire container. The agents also check taint labels on file accesses and file access behaviors as they may violate security constraints of the application. Garbage collection is performed after each function invocation, the set of modified files are not tainted by previous function executions [13] (Fig. 1).

F. Service Level - Cloud Implementation

The system’s Model generator component is responsible for building a model that semantically simulates the lifecycle or runtime execution of the candidate application. Then, the IFC engine performs information flow analysis on the unmodified application’s bytecode with the help of the generated model. The vulnerability detector pinpoints insecure flow paths that violate data integrity and confidentiality. The result publisher component refines and reports the analysis results to the cloud provider and tenant. Based on the results, it decides if a security certificate should be granted to the candidate application, which is sent to both the cloud provider and tenant [38] (Fig. 2). The system uses IFC based on System Dependence Graph (SDG) and program slicing techniques for security inspection. The SDG has the advantage to model the information flow through a program by capturing both data and control dependencies [39]. Even with this model, the system is prone to stealth type attacks. This system can be added to serverless systems as a separate utility which could be used when any abnormality is detected to check the request, because this system has a very high overhead.

G. Application Level Implementation on Hadoop using Inlined Reference Monitor (IRM) - Cloud Implementation

IRM [40] implementation carefully leverages object encapsulation, control-flow safety, and type-safety properties of the binary language in which the function code is expressed, to guarantee that the surrounding untrusted code into which the IRM is in-lined cannot corrupt or circumvent the IRM’s security programming at runtime. IRM whose programming is in-lined into untrusted binary jobs as they arrive at the cloud edge. After in-lining, the modified jobs self-enforce the security policy. The in-lined enforcement code maintains and consults an information flow graph (IFG) implemented as a distributed data resource within the cloud. The IFG tracks information flows between the various principals, and the IRM prohibits job operations that introduce explicit flows that violate any defined policy. This makes it easy to implement and adapt to real world clouds, since the cloud and the enforcement can be maintained completely orthogonally. It achieves this by enforcing an IRM that is in-lined into untrusted binary jobs at the cloud’s edge. The resulting jobs self-monitor their accesses and collectively maintain a distributed information flow graph within the cloud, which tracks the history of flows and prohibits policy-violating operations. Well-established IRM design methodology is applied to secure the IRM against attacks from the code into which it is in-lined, protecting it even from threats that know all the IRM’s implementation details. This system is limited by enforcement of mandatory access controls of explicit information flows between principals [41]. A system like this is hard to implement in serverless systems as the functions last under a second and aren’t running all the time, so IRM would have a heavy startup overhead and wouldn’t be very useful as it isn’t running all the time, else it’ll have to converted to a system which stores its state in a database and retrieves it everytime it starts up. I think that the cost and performance overhead would outweigh its benefits. A system like this could be implemented at the cloud infrastructure level where the cloud enforces some principals and based on environments which need more security could have more/stricter enforcement which would increase the processing and runtime of the function and thus, the cost. This system will be useful at a cloud level for applications deemed dangerous by the cloud and yet requiring a lot of privileges. This system could be used to limit these applications from a moral and legal perspective. The idea of this system is to enforce a system that does not believe the cloud infrastructure. We could consider an implementation of a web-based application, where the front page is always running on a low system with an IRM system enabled and every other process is done using serverless systems, and thus, the scaling and running of all the serverless systems will be managed by the cloud infrastructure itself and these functions, would connect and interact with the
IRM system, thus, creating their own IFC system and enforcing security in this untrusted cloud infrastructure. This kind of system can be very useful for banks or similar institutions.

H. Chinese Wall - General Implementation

Chinese Wall Security Policy [42] makes use of subjects and objects to prevent information flows which cause conflict-of-interests between tenants. Data is divided into conflict categories (conflict-of-interest class) and subdivided into sub-divisions based on their profile. When data from a sub-division is accessed, all data from that sub-division can be accessed but data from the broad conflict class can't be accessed anymore but data from other broad conflict classes can be. Access to data is constrained by what data the subject has already accessed. All subjects are allowed to access at most one data-set which belongs to a same conflict-of-interest class. A subject can freely access any object in the sanitized security group, which is a conflict category. (data which doesn't need restriction). [43] For scaling purposes we could use a decentralised Chinese wall mechanism mentioned by Minky. [44] The decentralised mechanism uses Law Governed Interaction mechanism where authorization is required before accessing any resource. Chinese-Wall Process Confinement (CWPC) could be used for practical application-level distributed coalitions that provide fine-grained access controls for resources and that emphasize minimizing the impact on the usability [45]. The centralized system can be applied to serverless systems by classifying the functions using conflict categories and using that strategy to allocate VM’s. Thus, there is lesser conflict of functions on the same VM. The CWPC way can be used to check for data request access on the functions from the service provider and the validation method which can be used based on the Minky Law Governed Interaction way where functions have to authorize the usage of data by the other functions if there is an conflict. This is an idea of to increase trust between functions and their working together with conflicts. This system requires a lot of trust by the functions to the cloud provider and the cloud provider needs to maintain strict security policies so that no information gets leaked as the cloud provider will have a lot of sensitive information with this method.

VIII. ADVANTAGES

DIFC [46] will be useful on serverless systems for managing and securing information flows both within and between virtual machines and, the overall flow within the cloud. Continuous check of data at every usage point will prevent data leakage and unauthorized use. It would also allow the applications to define their own independent security terminology dynamically [1]. IFC tracks all data flows in order to detect policy violations, it can be used to provide detailed logs for audit purposes [1]. The IRM system makes it possible for systems like banks to switch to public cloud, still having and enforcing their own high level of security. The warm container method increases confidence and decreases security vulnerability with an IFC implementation.

IX. TRADE-OFF

• Data sharing between virtual machines could be done through the intranet having IFC enabled on the network level of the cloud system or have the data sourced through a secure system where it gets authorized. Using a secure system for authorization would reduce the burden on the developer but will only leave a generic check mechanism on IFC and possibly a higher overhead.
There is a higher development and design time for DIFC integration which can help reduce the security vulnerabilities for the systems integrating themselves with the security policy.

Implementing a DIFC model at different levels in the cloud system where it is integrated with the other levels and set by the cloud provider, one of the main advantages could be the network analysis which restricts the flow of sensitive data outside the cloud intranet. We can also restrict the flow of data between functions with labelling but the problem here would be that on a real world scale which have billions of functions and a very vast and diverse infrastructure, a lot of labels would be required for some part of data from a label to pass to another and restrict to others/some specific ones.

Flow of data received by a function can be blocked by blocking transitivity, but it might break the functionality if it is required, so transitivity is also a parameter that would have to be considered with labels. With a vast network, the checking of this data at every point would be a heavy overhead apart from managing the data and where it could flow. This would in turn increase the development time and one would have to continue checking till it reaches the end point, checking all allowed use cases, adding extra labels which are allowed to use its data and adding restrictions based on when that data flow is supposed to stop.

Updating the infrastructure or functions would affect each other and has a very high chance of breaking functionalities, thus, upgrading would have to be in phases where both phases are working at a time till everyone moves to the new model. So the effort for updating is increased as there can’t be fast updates and any update would force every function that it depends on and those functions that depend on it to be updated and tested.

Onboarding of new personal would take a lot of time to this system.

Taint tracking systems would not work if the developer tried to evade them. Using channels outside of the policy are known as covert channels [47].

Setting up a system like this for a cloud provider would take a lot of effort and money, which wouldn’t necessarily result in an increase in revenue but would lead to more confidence by the tenants in the cloud system. Tenants setting up their security from a cloud provider they don’t trust would require very heavy security and is almost impossible without set models and to only setup for one particular application. Thus, the feasibility of this system is forced on people making a generic model which is adapted and updated by the tenants and cloud providers like other services.

The cloud provider will have a lot more sensitive and analyzed data because of this system, thus, the cloud provider keeping this data secure and not exploiting this data would require legal implications so as to keep the cloud provider in check and regular audits by a central authority which regularly audits the cloud system and the data used for the cloud auditing and confidence that it hasn’t been tampered with can be gotten by this(DIFC) system itself.

**X. Implementation**

A nontermination sensitive DIFC can be setup on the cloud which is integrated into the network level, OS level, only allowing authorized system calls checked by the cloud provider and the specific tenant receiving the request based on their request policies. Using the VM level implementation mentioned above securing itself from the bare-metal machine attacks. A general norm of label-set which are configured in the cloud system and could be extended by the application, along with an intranet DMZ set which blocks the flow of data outside the DMZ unless it contains authorized labels. DIFC having library extensions (e.g boto3 by amazon for AWS for python language) which be imported and extended to the applications. A system like this could have checks from the starting point i.e the REST call till the end of point where the data will flow and could also have legal limitations which check the data based on location among others. All third-party plugins into each function are used with end-to-end integrity protection and the functions can define policies so that selected plugins never interact and, potentially corrupt sensitive data or only certain plugins interact with sensitive data. A Chinese wall setup could be used to present and restrict any functions being run on the same machine which have conflicts with each other. There could be a service level implementation where any suspected activity could be checked before sending it to the actual function, as this would have a high overhead but the payment of this system would have to be figured out. Any function which wants extra security could have sticky policies which could be used to log all data decryption, thus always having a log of everybody getting the data at this source and the data is only present here and only gets decrypted through the sticky policy. The overall flow of data is monitored using the IFC system and logged and thus, these detailed logs can be used for verification and checking of the cloud infrastructure, tenants and other functions. The logging level shown will only be for their data and the other data will be obfuscated. The system will have multiple data copies for different labels to stop implicit storage channels and with function owner will be notified if any activity which does not follow the policy defined for the storage channels. Warm Startup is present with all sensitive data being removed which was identified by tainting. This system would improve security confidence between functions and also with the cloud provider. Blockchain methodology could be added to the Audit log to show that it hasn’t been modified and present confidence in the Audit Log.

**XI. Future Research Direction**

A Dynamic IFC Model for serverless systems is made by [21] in which the main points are described above in the Network Level Section. The model has inherent assumptions where almost all of the TCB is considered safe and data integrity isn’t considered. Reuse of containers and warm starts or multiple invocations to the same function aren’t considered. The system could be extended to include all these points.
• With serverless systems a lot of the services required are outsourced, for example the authentication service for AWS i.e AWS Cognito is used in a lot of serverless functions rather than using their own. What kind of extra risk does outsourcing things bring and how does IFC mitigate it is another field where more information with some data for proof is needed, the ideas are expressed in this paper.

• The monitoring of function requests moves the stateless architecture to a stateful architecture. How could we implement IFC while keeping a stateless architecture?

• A computation layer based on label, isolated in a DMZ where only the public output is allowed to leave the overall virtual DMZ network, so all private computation is done inside.

• An cloud implementation which presents the model with an norm based label structure and doesn’t have a heavy overhead on performance and time compared to the present system. A prototype proof of concept for the real world.

• An implementation of a model described above could be a starting point with all the system design features mentioned considered. The implementation shouldn’t consider TCB to be safe.

XII. Conclusion

A survey of the present IFC implementations is presented and system designs which are relevant to Serverless Systems that could be added to Serverless Systems Architecture and, an idea of an IFC model that could be effectively applied in a decentralised model like serverless systems. The overall idea of this paper assumes that all of the TCB is vulnerable and gives implementations/ideas which could be used to increase confidence between functions with other functions and cloud provider and also mitigate security vulnerabilities making the system safer.
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List of Abbreviations

ACL: Access Control List
DIFC: Decentralized Information Flow Control
DMZ: Demilitarized Zone
IFC: Information Flow Control
RBAC: Role-Based Access Control
TA: Trusted Authority
TCB: Trusted Computing Base
TNSI: Termination-Sensitive Non-interference
VM: Virtual Machine
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